The most remarkable

word search book
ever to come out of the great publishing
corporations of Ursa Minor.

Share and Enjoy

eaten your hat
stolen your cat

Journey

Bled oil

plastic boy

ripped

girl by your side

point
guide

stand anymore

breaks down
annoy

give a ﬁg

grinds
no joy

head in a pig

Your score

15

Share and enjoy
The protruding upper halves of the letters now appear, in
the local language, to read ‘Go stick your head in a pig’ and
are no longer illuminated except at times of special
celebration.
At these times of special celebration a choir of over two
million robots sing the company song ‘Share and Enjoy’.

The most remarkable

word search book
For Rosie
(There’s a frood who really knows where her towel is!’)
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The people of
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy

gruntbuggly

glupules

micturations
gabbleblotchits

liverslime
turlingdromes

lurgid bee

drangle

mordiously

bindlewurdles

jurtles
festering

gobberwarts

jurpling
axlegrurts

Your score

4
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Vogon Poetry
Vogon poetry is, of course, the third worst in the Universe.

To tell the story of the book, it is best to tell the story of
some of the people behind it. A human from the planet
Earth was one of them, though as our story opens he no
more knows his destiny than a tea leaf knows the history
of the East India Company.
Arthur Dent

Slartibartfast

Benjy Mouse

Trillian

Fenchurch

Whale

Ford Prefect

Wowbagger

Frankie Mouse

Zaphod Beeblebrox

Marvin

Arthur Deodat

Your score

12
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The planets of
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy
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Agrajag

Roosta

Gag Halfrunt

Veet Voojagig

Majikthise

Vroomfondel

Max Quordlepleen

Zarniwoop

Mr Prosser

Zarquon

Oolon Colluphid

Zem
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More people of
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy

‘None at all’ is exactly how much suspicion the ape
descendant Arthur Dent had that one of his closest friends
was not descended from an ape, but was in fact from a
small planet somewhere in the vicinity of Betelgeuse.

Betelgeuse V

Jaglan Beta

Bethselamin

Krikkit

Brontitall

Magrathea

Earth

Poghril

Frogstar World B

Vogsphere

Golgafrincham

Your score

10
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The technology of
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy

The babel ﬁsh is such a bizarrely improbable coincidence
that anything so mindbogglingly useful could evolve purely
by chance that some thinkers have chosen to see it as a
ﬁnal clinching proof of the non-existence of God.

Babel ﬁsh

Kill-o-Zap blaster pistol

Crisis Inducer

Sirius Cybernetics

Deep Thought

Starship Bistromath

Eddie

Total Perspective Vortex

Golgafrincham B-Ark

Towel

Hactar

Wikkit Gate

Heart of Gold

Your score

8
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